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I. INTRODUCTION 
In the first paper of this series [2] some theorems on the Geometry of 
Numbers were proved with a view to deducing a theorem concerning 
the simultaneous approximation of zero by certain k-tuples of rational 
numbers (see 13, Sect. 1)). Theorem 1 of this paper is an extension of that 
result to the inhomogeneous case, that is, where the point approximated 
is some point other than the origin, and as before is stated in the more 
general geometrical language of cyclic overlattices developed in [2]. In 
some sense this result is analogous to the classical theorem of Kronecker 
which asserts that given real numbers 8, ,..., 8,) CL~ ,..., (all and some 
(small) 6 > 0 we can find an integer n such that 
(where II 6 /I denotes the distance from 13 to the nearest integer) provided 
there is no linear relation of the form 
h,8, + ... + h,B, = h, (2) 
where the coefficients hi , h are all integers. 
In our case we have Bi = ai/q (1 < i < k), where a, ,..., a,, q are 
integers with (al ,..., &, q) = 1 and we seek an integer II, subject to the 
additional condition (n, q) = 1, for which (1) holds. In fact there is no 
difficulty in extending the result of Theorem 1 [3] to the inhomogeneous 
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case and we do so only since it is an essential stepping stone to the main 
theorem, Theorem 2. 
There is a more general form of Kronecker’s theorem which says that 
if the points (no, ,..., no,) (mod 1) are not dense in the unit (hyper) cube 
then a relation such as (2) exists but, furthermore, if the points are again 
not dense on this hyperplane then there must exist a second, independent, 
linear relation, and so on. It is the main object of this paper to prove the 
correct analogous theorem for the case in point, and moreover to do this 
within the cyclic overlattice framework (see Theorem 2). 
A further paper in the series will apply these results to sums of roots of 
unity, and to that end we conclude with Theorem 3 which will be needed 
then. 
It is my pleasant duty to acknowledge my debt to Professor J. W. S. 
Cassels who suggested that a result along the lines of Theorem 2 should 
be true and made some helpful comments on how one might prove it. 
2. THE INHOMOGENEOUS THEOREM 
If (i and M are s-dimensional lattices with it4 C (1, we say (1 is a cyclic 
overlattice of M whenever the quotient group d/M is a (finite) cyclic 
group. Suppose [A : M] = Q then there exists a (nonunique) point 
c E /1 such that Qc is a primitive point of M and every point x E II is of 
the form x = m + nc for some m E M, n E Z. Such a point c is called a 
generating point of (1 over M. It is easy to see that x will itself be a 
generating point if and only if (n, Q) = 1. Furthermore if d(M) = 1 then 
as in [2, Sect. 21 d(A) = Q-l. 
Adhering to the notation of [2] let F be a convex, symmetrical distance 
function for the space V of A and M and A*, M*, V*, F* denote the 
duals of f’l, M, V, F, respectively. In [2] we had occasion to use 
CONDITION C(F*): F*(x*) 2 1 fir all x* E M*, x* # 0. 
(In that paper this was called Condition C.) Here we shall require this 
condition and the additional 
CONDITION C(F): F(x) > 1 for all x E M, x # 0. 
We can now state our first theorem. 
THEOREMS. Let A be cyclic over i&f, [A : iWj = Q, d(M) = 1 and c 
be some generating point. Suppose F and F* satisfy C(F) and C(F*), respec- 
tively. Then for every 8 > 0. 
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Either for every g E V and integers a, b, with (a, b, Q) = 1, there is a 
point x E A such that x s Tc (mod M), T E Z, where 
and 
(a + bT, bQ> = 1, (3) 
F(x - 5) < 8. 
Or for every E > 0 there is a primitive point x* E A* such that 
F*(x*) < C(s, e) e--(1+6), 
where C(s, E) denotes a positive constant depending only on s and E. 
Remark. For a = 0, b = 1 the theorem concerns the approximation 
of 5 by a generating point of A over M. The apparently unnecessary 
generality of condition (3) will be needed in the proof of Theorem 2. 
Before embarking upon the proof of Theorem 1 we briefly recall some 
notation and transference theorems. Let A, ,..., A, and p1 ,..., pS denote 
the successive minima of A and A*, respectively, so that 
and 
28Q-1/s! < h,X, --- h,V, < 28Q-1, (5) 
where V, is the volume of the convex, symmetric body defined by 
{x I F(x) < l}. Similar results hold for p1 ,..., pS . We shall also require 
the well-known transference theorem 
1 < Ajps+l-j < S! (1 <j < 4. (6) 
Let x1 ,..., x, be a basis for A and x1*,..., x,* the corresponding dual 
basis for A* defined by 
It was observed in [2] that this pair of bases can always be chosen so that 
the following three conditions are satisfied. 
First, 
Wx**) = Pl 
2E*(xj*) < (s + 1 -j)ps+1-j (s - 1 > j 3 1). 
Second, if al*,..., a,* is a tixed set of minimal points for A* so that 
F*(aj*) = /.Lj , (1 Gj <s>, 
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then x3*,..., x:+1+ (1 < r < s) form a basis for the subspace spanned by 
the first r of the chosen minimal points. Finally 
J-(x,) F*(xj*) < (l/2)“-1 (s!)2, (1 d j =G 4. 
Then as noted in [2] 
F(Xj) < (1/2)*-l (S!)2 Aj 3 (1 G j < s). (7) 
(In the proof of Theorem 1 we shall use the last condition explicitly in 
the form of (7). The other two conditions are also used, but less obviously, 
since they are required by [2, Lemma 21 which we quote.) 
Let, as before, xj = m, + tjc, where c is some fixed generating point, 
mj E M, tj E Z, and let 
71 = (tl 3 Q>, 72 = 01 , h , Q),..., 7, = 01 ,..., t, , Q>. 
We can now proceed with the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof. In the first alternative of the enunciation we want to approxi- 
mate the point 5 by a lattice point m + Tc, m E M, T E Z where T satis- 
fies (3). We can always find a lattice point d E A such that 
This point d is of the form m + tc for some integer t which may not, 
unfortunately, satisfy (3). We therefore replace d by 
x=d+u,x,+-*+u,x,, 
where u, ,..., U, are integers to be chosen suitably. We then have from (8) 
and (7) 
(9) 
j=l 
and we have to choose u1 ,..., u, so that T = t + ultl + *.- + u,t, satisfies 
(3), that is 
(a + b(t + w, + -** + us), bQ) = 1. (10) 
Obviously this condition depends only on the largest square-free divisor 
of bQ. / 
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Next, split the primes p which divide bQ into s + 1 disjoint sets as 
follows. Let 
%=~P:PIQ,PI~I, 
% ={~:plQ,~fb,pft,l, 
% =(P:PIQ,P~‘~,PI~,,P~~,}, 
. . . . . . 
~~={~:~IQ,~~b,plr,,...,~lt,-,,~~t,). 
Note that the final divisibility condition in the definition of Sp, is auto- 
matically satisfied since T, = (tl ,..., t, , Q) = 1, see [2, Sect. 31. 
We choose u, , u,-~ ,..., u1 (in that order) as follows. 
If p E 9, , we require, in order to satisfy (lo), that 
u,W + (a + bt) f 0 (mod p). (11) 
Recalling the definition of Jacobsthal’s function g(n) (the least integer g 
such that every interval of length g contains an integer coprime to n) and 
the fact that g(n) = O(nE) (see, for example, [4] Lemma 6), it is easy to 
see that we can satisfy (11) for all p E Ys with 
Having chosen U, we next choose u,-~. 
If p E Ysp,_, we require 
~&t,-~) + (a + bt + bud,) + 0 (modp), 
which we can satisfy for all p E spSbl with 
etc. Having chosen U, , use1 ,..., u2 we finally choose u1 . 
If p E Y1 we require 
dbt,) + (a + bus + - .- + budd + 0 (mod PI, 
which we can satisfy for all p E Y; with 
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For the set Y0 there is no problem, these primes automatically have 
the required property since (a, b, Q) = 1. 
We now have from (9) 
For the first term on the right we have 
C(s, c) @Al < C(s, c) @2(VpQ)-ll” 
by (4) and the right-hand inequality of (5). Also, since F* satisfies C(F*), 
we observed in 12, Sect. 41 that V;’ < C(s) whence 
C(s, E) @A, < C(s, E) Q-(l/s)+f. 
By [2] Lemma 2, since F* satisfies C(F*), we have 
and so for the remaining terms on the right in (12) we have, for 
IGiG’s-1, 
By the right-hand inequality of (6) we have 
for1,<i~s-l,sinceh,~X,_,3...Zhi+l. 
Substituting into (12) we have 
F(x - p) < C(s, E)(Q--(~/~)+~ + A;--(s-l)c) < c(s, E) hf-= 
provided 0 -=z E < l/(,s + l), say. For from C(F) and Minkowski’s “first” 
theorem V, < 2%@I4) = 2”, so by (4) and the left-hand inequality in (5) 
Thus for 1 - SE > 0, 
A, 2 C(s) Q-l/“. 
AI-SE > c@, E) Q-4-W = C(s, l ) Q-(l/s)+r. B 
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On the other hand, from C(F*) p1 > 1, since A* C M*, so by the right- 
hand inequality in (6) A, < C(s), whence 
xy- < C(s, c) A;-=. 
If 
C(s, c) x:-SC < 8, 
the first alternative of the enunciation holds. Otherwise 
whence from the right-hand inequality of (6) with j = s we have 
p1 < C(s, e) e-(l/(1-86)) 
< C(s, c) e-(l+c) (%lew = 4(1 - SE)), 
and so x* = al* is the required primitive point of A*. 
COROLLARY. If s = 1 then for all Q > Q,(O) the jirst alternative of 
the theorem holds. 
Proof. If s = 1 in estimating F(x - E) there is only the term 
C(s, E) Q-(1/8)+E to be considered. Putting E = l/(s + 1) say, we see there 
exists a constant QO(@ with the property that F(x - 5) < 8 for all 
Q > QoUO- 
3. SOME PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1. Let M* be a k dimensional lattice k > 2, with distance 
function F*. Let f * 1 ,..., f,* (1 < m < k - 1) be a set of points of M* 
which can be extended to a basis of the lattice. Then fi*,..., f,* can be 
extended to a basis fi*,..., fk* of M* so that 
F*&*) < C(k)( mla&$Jfi*> + K*) (nz + 1 <j <k) (13) 
where K* denotes the largest successive minimum of M*. 
Remark. In principle the result is well known and derives essentially 
from Minkowski’s process of “adapting” a linearly independent set of 
points of the lattice to form a basis. However the proof is given in full 
since I am unable to supply a reference which gives an explicit upper 
bound. 
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Proof. Let Sp(f * 1 ,..., f,*} be the subspace spanned by fi* ,..., f,*. 
Then since m < k at least one of the successive minimal points of M* 
does not lie in Sp{f * 1 ,..., f,*). Call this point s* so that F*(s*) < K*. 
All points of M* in Sp{fi*,..., fm*, s*} are of the form 
/vi* + *** + jLLn* + ps*, 
where /3i (1 < i < m), p are real numbers. Choose a point fz+l for which /3 
attains its minimum nonzero absolute value (existence obvious), say 
pi = pi*, p = /3*. s ince fi* (1 ,< i < m) form part of a basis for M* 
and s* E M* we can assume without loss of generality that I pi* 1 < 4 
(1 < i < m) and I /I* / < 1. Thus 
f;+l = j?,*f,* + *** + &*f,* + p*s*. 
Then every other point of the lattice M* lying in Sp{fi*,..., fm*, s*} has 
a value of p which is an integral multiple of fl*. For if such a point x* 
had /3 = (t + 0) ,8* (t E Z, [ 0 [ < 1,19 # 0), we would, on considering 
the point x* - tfz+l, obtain a point of the lattice having a value of /3 
with ( p I = 1 @I* 1 < 1 fl* I thereby contradicting the minimality of /3*. 
Hence, for every lattice point x* E Sp{fI*,..., fm*, s*} there is an integer r 
such that x* - rf,$, E Sp{fI*,..., f,*}; whence fi*,..., fz+l generate all 
lattice points in Sp{fI*,..., fm*, s*} as required. Also 
F*Kt+,) G f I I$* I F*(f,*) + I p* I F*(s*) < t &a& F*(fi*) + /c*. 
i-1 
We can now repeat the process, if necessary, until a basis for the whole 
lattice is obtained. This basis has the required property, which completes 
the proof of the lemma. 
For Theorems 2 and 3 we actually require the following. 
COROLLARY. If F* is convex symmetric and satisjies C(F*) and also the 
dual distance function F satisfies C(F) then we can replace (13) by 
F*&*) d C(k) ,F~F- F*(fi*) (m+ 1 <j<k). (14) 
Proof. For if F satisfies C(F) we have for the first minimum K of M, 
K 3 1, whence from the transference theorem in (6) K* < k!. Also if F* 
satisfies C(F*) then rnaxIcism F*(fi*) > 1. These facts together with (13) 
imply (14). 
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LEMMA 2. Let fi*,..., fk* be a basis for a k dimensional lattice M*, 
k >, 2. For any set ofk + 1 - r integers (2 < r < k - 1) u1 ,..., v~+~-,. with 
(4 ,*-*, ?J k+l-T) = 1 the set of vectors 
can be extended to a basis of Al*. 
Proof. Since v = (ul ,..., u~+~-J has coprime components, it may be 
extended to a basis v, u1 ,..,, uk+ of the k + 1 - r dimensional integer 
lattice. Write 
g,* = vlfr* + ... + VB+l+fic* 
g,* = &If,* + *** + ugk+l-rfk* (1 < i < k - r), 
with ui = (ui, ,..., uib+&. Every linear combination of f,.*,..., fk* with 
integer coefficients is also a linear combination of go*,..., gt, with integer 
coefficients. Hence 
f* I ,.*a, c-1 , go*,..., PL 
are a basis of M*. 
4. THE MAIN THEOREM 
THEOREM 2. Let M C A be k dimensional lattices k >, 2 in the space V 
with convex symmetrical distance function F which satisfies C(F) and whose 
dual F* satis$es C(F*). Suppose A is cyclic over M, d(M) = 1, [A : M] = q 
and let a generate A over M. 
We suppose we are given r - 1 points (1 < r - 1 < k - 1) el*,..., ezwl 
of M* such that e,*,..., e,*_, can be extended to a basis of M* and djei*, 
dj >, 1, dj E Z (1 <j < r - 1) are primitive points of A*. Let 1.c.m. 
(4 ,..., dr-,) = D. 
For every 6 > OS 
Either for every x E V such that 
(ef*, x) = (ej*, a) (1 <j<r-1) 
there is a (generating) point x of A over M such that x = na (mod M) 
where n = 1 (mod D), (n, q) = 1, and 
F(x - x) < 6. 
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Orfor every E > 0 there exists an rthpoint e,* E M* for which e,*,..., e,* 
can be extended to a basis of M* and if d,e,*, d,. > 1, d, E Z is a primitive 
point of A* 
F*(d,e,*) < C(k, e) 8--(1+F)DUk+E, 
where U = maxloG+l F*(ei*). 
Remark. This rather complicated formulation is more or less obliga- 
tory and a theorem of this general nature is needed for applications to 
sums of roots of unity. The theorem says, roughly, that given r - 1 
independent points hj* = djej* of A* (so that (hi*, a) = hj E Z, say) 
which define hyperplanes (hi*, x) = hi in V, then if the generating points 
are not well distributed over the intersection of these hyperplanes the 
reason is the existence of another independent hyperplane which restricts 
them. This new hyperplane is “bounded” in terms of the badness of 
distribution (the 6- (l+<) term in (15)) and the previous hyperplanes (the 
last two terms). 
Proof. Since F and F* satisfy C(F) and C(F*), respectively, we can, 
by Lemma 1 Corollary, extend the set e,* ,..., e,*_i to a basis fi* ,..., fh* 
of M* where 
fj* = e,* (1 <j<r-l), 
such that 
F*(fj*) < C(k) 1 <?:“-I F*(fi*) = C(k) U, (r \<.i < W. (16) \. 
If fi )...) fk is the dual basis for M, that is 
Vi’, fi) = 1;; if i=j otherwise, 
then 
F(fJ < 2-k(k!) d(M*)-l V, n F*(fi*) 
i+i 
(see for example [l, VIII Theorem VII], where we have interchanged the 
lattice and its dual). Now d(M*) = d(M) = 1 and since F* satisfies 
C(F*) we have V,, < 2kd(M*) = 2” by Minkowski’s “first” theorem. 
Whence 
F(G) < C(k) n F*&*), (1 QiQk) 
j#i 
and so from (16) 
F(fJ < C(k) Uk-l. (17) 
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In the first alternative of the enunciation we want to approximate x 
by a lattice point x = na (mod M) where n = 1 (mod D), (n, q) = 1. As 
is usual write x = m + na, m E M. With respect to the basis f, ,..., f, we 
have 
F(x - IT) = F(m + na - x) = F i ((fj*, m) + n(fj*, a) - (fj*, x)) fj , 
j=l > 
whence 
(18) 
where 
mi = (fi*, m) E Z, hj = (djej*, a) E 72, aj/4 = Vi*, a), 
ai E Z, “j = (fj*, Z) E R, 
and we have used (ej*, 5~) = (ej*, a) for 1 < j ,< r - 1. 
Since we are free to choose the point m E M and since fi*,..., f,* form 
a basis for M*, the integers mj are entirely at our disposal. Provided 
n = 1 (mod dj) (1 < j < r - l), which will be ensured if n = 1 (mod D), 
we can always choose mj for 1 < j < I - 1 to make each term in the 
first sum of (18) zero. For the second sum we have 
by suitable choice of the remaining mi . From (17) this gives the upper 
bound 
C(k) Uk-l max !!% 
I! r<i<k q - "j 11 . 
To summarize, we have shown that (19) is an upper bound for F(x - x) 
provided n = 1 (mod D), in which case F(x - x) -=c 6 provided 
max 
I/ 
nai - r. 
r<ifk q  
3 (0, 
I !  
(20) 
where 
8 = 6/C(k) U”-1. 
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To satisfy (20) with n = 1 (mod D), (n, q) = 1, is essentially a diophan- 
tine problem of the type considered in Theorem 1 and we next check that 
the correspondence is exact. 
The integers ai were defined by aj/q = (fj*, a), Since a is a generating 
point of A over A4 we certainly have 
6% ,..., ak , 4) = 1 (21) 
since otherwise [A : M] < q. Furthermore, we are given that 
aj/q = (f,*, a) = h&i, , (1 <j < r - 1). (22) 
Since the djfj* = djej* (1 < j < r - 1) are primitive points of A* 
we have (hj , dj) = 1 and so dj 1 q (1 < j < r - I), whence 
l.c.m.(d, ,..., 4-A = D I 4. 
Write q = DQ, n = 1 + DT and & = rri - aj/(DQ). Then in order to 
satisfy (20) we have to find an integer T for which 
and (1 + DT, DQ) = 1. We observe that 
(a, 2.0.) ak , Q> = 1 (24) 
since by (21) and (ZZ), writing dj = D/dj , 
1 = (a, ,..., ak ,4) = WU, 9.-, &-,/4-, , a, ,..., ak , DQ) 
= (&Q,..., &--lh-lQ, a, , . . . . ok, De>. 
In Theorem 1 we now take s = k + 1 - r, a = 1, b = D, and M to 
be the integer lattice in s-dimensions with F(z) = max I z, I so that 
F*(z*) = c 1 zi* 1 both plainly satisfy C(F) and C(F*). We let A be the 
cyclic overlattice of A4 generated by 
c = ( 
4 - ,..., 
Q “e” -1 
so that [A : M] = Q by (24). 
By Theorem 1 either we can satisfy (23), and hence the first alternative 
of the present theorem, or there are integers u, ,..., uk+I-, with 
k+l--+ 
c 1 uj 1 < C(k, E) e--(x+<) (25) 
j=l 
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such that 
for some h E Z where (ul ,..., Q-,. , h) = 1. That is 
N4fT*, 4 + a.. + z4k+l--r(fk*, a)) = h. (27) 
Cancelling through by any factors common to both sides and letting d, 
be the highest common factor of the new coefficients on the left, this 
reduces to the form 
dTMfT*, 4 + ... + Vk+l-r(fk*, a)) = h,, 
where (vI ,..., Y*+~-~) = 1, h, E Z. We take 
eT * = qf,* + .-* + Vk+l-Jk” 
so that (d,er*, a) = h, E Z, whence d,e,* E A*. 
Firstly, by Lemma 2 the set e,*,..., e,* can be extended to a basis of M*. 
Finally 
F*(d,.e,*) < DF*(u,f,* + ... + uk+l-rfk*) 
k+l--r 
by (25), and so 
F*(d,.e,.*) < C(k, E)@/C(k) Uk-‘)-fl+‘)D 5 F*(f,*) 
j-7 
Thus from (16) 
< C(k, ,)a-'l+d UW-l)Cl+r) 
gT F*(f,*). 
F*(dre,*) ,< C(k, E) W1+E)DUk+(k-l)E. 
Putting E,,, = (k - 1) q,rd we have 
FE(d,.e,*) < C(k, 6) 8-(l+~/(~-1))DUk+c 
< C(k, c) 8-(1+s)DUk+r, 
which is (15). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY. If r - 1 = k - 1 then for all q > qO(k, 6, D, e, *,. .., e,*_,) 
the first alternative of the enumeration holds. 
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Proof. If r - 1 = k - 1, then in applying Theorem 1 we have s = 1 
and we use instead the Corollary. 
5. A USWUL REMARK 
We need the following straightforward result for application to sums 
of roots of unity. 
THEOREM 3. Under the circumstances of the first paragraph of Theo- 
rem 2 suppose we are given points e,“,..., e,* EM* (1 < m d k - 1) 
which can be extended to a basis of M*. Suppose djej*, dj > 1, dj E H 
(1 < j < m) are the corresponding primitive points of A*, let 
l.c.m.(d, ,..., d,J = D. 
Then there exist points gl*,..., g,* E M* (spanning the same subspace as 
e,*,..., e,*), which can be extended to a basis of M*, such that 
Dg,*, gz*,..., g,* are primitive in A* and 
(28) 
We first make some obvious group theoretic observations. If (1 over M 
is cyclic then M* over (1” is cyclic. This is clear for suppose [II : M] = q, 
choose a primitive point m E M such that q-lrn generates d over M. 
Extend m to a basis for M and consider the corresponding pair of dual 
bases. 
Secondly 
LEMMA 3. Let M* over A* be cyclic. Suppose e,*,..., em* can be 
extended to a basis of M*. Let the subspace spanned by e,*,..., em* be W 
and write 
ii?l= WnMM* 
ii= wnA*=i@nA*. 
Then fi over A is cyclic. 
Proof. Indeed more is true. Regard all lattices as additive groups, all 
subgroups being normal by commutativity. Suppose i@ is any subgroup 
of M* and define 
&+A* ={zIz=x+y,x~i@,y~A*}, 
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which is clearly a group. We then have the arrangement of subgroups 
shown in Fig. 1. 
M* 
I 
A2 + iI* 
/ \ 
iI2 fl* 
\ / 
n;rnA*=A. 
FIGURE 1. 
Since M*/d* is cyclic so is (&I + cl*)/rl*. By the “first isomorphism 
theorem” (see for example [S, Section 471) (fi + cl*)/n* is isomorphic 
to fi/A which is therefore cyclic. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let iI?I be the lattice generated by e,*,..., e,* and 
R = &I n /1* (note that R is not necessarily the lattice II generated by 
dIeI*,..., d,,,e,,,*, indeed Ii??/3 need not be cyclic). Then @/A is cyclic of 
order 3, say, and every element of it?l@ has order <l.c.m.(d, ,..., d,,,) = D, 
hence 4 < D. Since ej has order di , di I cj (1 < j < m) and so Q = D. 
We choose 
g1 * = c,e,* + 1.. + c,e,* (cj fz Z, 1 < j < m) 
to have highest possible order in a/A. Clearly it is enough to restrict ci 
to the range 0 < cj < dj (1 < j < m) since this covers all residue classes 
(mod A) at least once, in fact (4 -.. d,)/D times. Then g,* has the property 
required by the theorem and 
(29) 
Next, as in Lemma 1, extend Dgl* to a basis Dg,*, g2*,..., g,* of A. 
Since g,* has order D in iI??//l^  the points g2*,..., g,* must have order 1 
and moreover gI*,..., g,* form a basis for M. From Lemma 1 we have 
~*(gj*) < C(mW’*(Dgl*) + K*) (2 G j < ml, 
where K* is the largest successive minima of A, which is itself a subset 
of M*. As in the Corollary to Lemma 1 we have, since C(F) holds, 
K* G C(k). Moreover, since C(F*) holds F*(Dgl*) >, 1 so 
J’*(gj*) < WG m) F*(&*) < C(k) DF*(gl*). (30) 
Then (29) together with (30) gives (28). In fact we have proved somewhat 
more than required since Dg,*, g2*,..., g,* is actually a basis for rl^. 
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